I Can Analyze a choice, then Infer character traits and feelings with evidence
CCSSR1 competence infer based on evidence to analyze the person’s actions (CCSSR3).

When a person faces a problem, the person needs to make a choice.

Person/Character: ___________________________________________________

Problem the Person/Character Faces: ________________________________________

What do you infer the person/character felt about the problem?

I infer that the person/character felt ________________________________.
(Use one of these words or another feeling: happy, worried, sad, angry.)

This is why I infer the person felt that way. I used this evidence in the text.

Choice the person makes about the problem:

This is a trait that the choice shows.

Remember, a character trait or characteristics is how a person is all the time—traits don’t change. Here are some examples: helpful, kind, generous, responsible, careful.

This is why I infer this trait. I thought about actions the person took. I thought about what others said about the person. I thought about what the person said. I used this evidence in the text.